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SUMMARY

Smart ranch relying on sensor systems to realize monitoring of animals and the
environment has emerged with the promotion of the Internet of Things (IoT).
This paper proposes a near-zero energy system (NZES) based on a kinetic energy
harvester (KEH) for smart ranch. The KEH is based on motion enhancement
mechanism (MEM) for kinetic energy recovery from animal movement to realize
self-powered applications of smart ranch. The MEM realizes the input and
enhancement of weak kinetic energy based on bistable inertial swing. The KEH
is analyzed theoretically and experimentally based on cattle leg movement. Un-
der weak excitation (low-frequency and amplitude swing), the maximum voltage
growth rate of the KEH based on the MEM reaches 103.7% compared with the
linear KEH. The results of application feasibility tests, dressing field experiments,
and application outlook show that the KEH has the potential to realize self-pow-
ered applications in the NZES of smart ranch.

INTRODUCTION

Smart ranch combines traditional ranch and the Internet of Things (IoT) to build a traceable system for the

entire industry chain to solve food safety problems.1–3 The near-zero energy system (NZES) for smart ranch

that harvests environmental energy for its operation is considered an ideal solution to achieve self-powered

applications. The realization of smart ranch relies on many wireless wearable sensors to monitor the health

status, estrus status, and location information of ranch animals.4,5 However, the traditional methods to po-

wer sensors mainly rely on chemical batteries, which may have the problems of difficult replacement and

environmental pollution.6–9 The self-powered applications that harvest environmental energy for their

operation are considered an ideal solution.10–12 Wind energy,13–15 solar energy,16–18 vibrational en-

ergy,19–21 and human-movements-based kinetic energy sources22–24 are widely used in harvesting energy

for self-powered systems as alternative energy sources for batteries. In addition, various energy harvesting

techniques have been developed for recovering ambient energy, such as electromagnetic energy

harvester,25,26 piezoelectric energy harvester,27,28 triboelectric energy harvester,29,30 etc.

The ranch has abundant environmental energy, such as solar and wind, but weather conditions hinder the

natural environmental energy. The movements of ranch animals, such as walking and trotting, contain sig-

nificant mechanical kinetic energy, so it is a promising choice to obtain mechanical kinetic energy from

these movements to power self-powered applications.

The mechanical kinetic energy of animals has received extensive attention because of its wide availability

and easy integration with energy conversion mechanisms.31–34 Existing research on animal kinetic energy

harvesting based on different energy conversion mechanisms mainly can be classified into two categories:

piezoelectric and electromagnetic energy harvesters. Piezoelectric energy harvester is based on the

deformation of piezoelectric materials attached to animals’ bodies to generate electrical energy, and

electromagnetic energy harvester achieves energy conversion through the relative movement between

magnets and conductive coils.

Firstly, some piezoelectric energy harvesters for harvesting the kinetic energy of animals have been developed

for animalmonitoring.35,36 Aktakka et al.37 introduced a piezoelectric energy harvester to collect energy from the

wing movement of a Green June Beetle, which can achieve the power of 45 mW. Shafer et al.38 also designed a

piezoelectric vibration energy harvester for wildlife in flight. Cha et al.39 studied a piezoelectric energy harvester

in a bimorph configuration of a bionic fishtail to power wireless communication devices. These previous efforts
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are of great significance for advancing the research on the self-powering of animal monitoring sensors, but the

input of most piezoelectric energy harvesters is linearly related to the output. Moreover, these piezoelectric en-

ergy harvesters, characterized by narrow operating bandwidth, work at non-resonant frequencies, which limits

their output power. Therefore, many kinetic energy harvesters introduced nonlinear technology to improve har-

vesting efficiency. Qian et al.40 introduced a bionic bistable piezoelectric energy harvester formonitoring animal

state information. Compared to conventional energy harvesters, the harvester could effectively enhance the

output to power animal tags. The piezoelectric energy harvesters have simple structure and high output voltage,

but they have a higher internal resistance and lower power output.Moreover, the piezoelectricmaterials are brit-

tle and difficult to effectively couple to the body of the animal.

Secondly, many researchers focused on self-powered animal monitoring based on electromagnetic energy

harvesting.41 Gutiérrez et al.42 proposed a heterogeneous network to monitor the position of the herd in

extreme weather environments. The electromagnetic kinetic energy harvester powered the secondary

node of the network. Wu et al.43 developed a multi-source energy harvester to replace batteries as well

as to significantly extend the duration of wildlife tracking. The proposed innovative rotational electromag-

netic generator can convert bidirectional rotary movement into unidirectional rotations for higher power

output. Ren et al.44 proposed an omnidirectional kinetic energy harvester using a novel spherical Halbach

array to power wildlife monitoring systems. In the tests, the maximum power of a single coil reached 0.18

mW, which can power wildlife monitoring and positioning sensors. Zhang et al.45 designed an eccentric vi-

bration energy harvester for self-powered wildlife monitoring. The harvester installed on human legs and

sika deer had a significant output power. Electromagnetic energy harvesters have been extensively studied

due to the advantages related to their compact structure, high power output and relatively high energy

density. Therefore, they can meet the power requirements of many low-power sensors.

Electromagnetic energy harvesters have great potential for harvesting animal movements to achieve self-

powered applications. Several weakmovements (low-frequency and amplitude swing) exist in the ranch an-

imal’s activities, especially the leg movement, and the most existing linear electromagnetic kinetic energy

harvesters are inefficient in recovering the energy from these movements.46 The frequency up-conversion

(FUC) techniques47–50 and broadband techniques51–54 are effective methods for eliminating bandwidth

limitations and enabling energy harvesters to achieve excellent output performance under weak excita-

tions. Specifically, the FUC technique enables efficient conversion from low frequency to high frequency,

but increases mechanical damping and energy dissipation. Broadband techniques (e.g., monostable sys-

tem,55 bistable system,56 multi-degree-of-freedom structures,57 and internal resonance58) can expand the

operating bandwidth of energy harvesting systems and increase the magnitude of the response, leading to

increased harvesting efficiency. Therefore, broadband technology can achieve higher energy output,

which is suitable for animal kinetic energy harvesting.

In summary, existing kinetic energy harvesters can extend the battery life or even achieve self-powered applica-

tions for animal monitoring. However, it should be noted that these harvesters have some challenges, which are

as follows: (i) Themovements of ranch animals in the feedlot are primarily weak, and the power capacity of most

existing kinetic energy harvesters is low underweak excitations; (ii) There are a fewpieces of research focusing on

broadband technology to enhance output performance for harvesting energy from animal movements. There-

fore, improving the output power by introducing broadband technology in electromagnetic energy harvesters

under weak excitations will be a future hotspot in animal kinetic energy harvesting research.

Herein, combining electromagnetic generators and broadband technology, this paper proposes a kinetic

energy harvester (KEH) based on a motion enhancement mechanism (MEM) for effective kinetic energy re-

covery from ranch animal movements. The MEM, characterized by a bistable swinging mechanism, enables

an enhanced output under weak excitations, and the electromagnetic generator (EMG) based on the Hal-

bachmagnet array generates electrical energy. The KEH powers the sensors for ranch animal monitoring to

achieve self-powered applications in NZES for smart ranch, as shown in Figure 1A. It is foreseeable that the

KEH has broad application prospects in NZES for smart ranch.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

System design

The proposed KEH recovers the energy of animal movements to power the wearable monitoring sensors,

realizing the self-powered applications in NZES for smart ranch. As shown in Figure 1B, the KEH mainly
2 iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022



Figure 1. The proposed near-zero energy system (NZES) based on a kinetic energy harvester (KEH) for smart ranch

(A) The KEH for self-powered applications in NZES for smart ranch.

(B) Illustration of the KEH structure.

(C) The outline of the motion enhancement mechanism (MEM).

(D) Comparison of KEH with and without MEM.
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consists of a MEM and an EMG. The MEM realizes the input and enhancement of kinetic energy based on

bistable inertial swing, and the electromagnetic generator converts the kinetic energy into electrical en-

ergy. Furthermore, the MEM consists of a pendulum with top magnet 1, and top magnet 2 attached to

the scalloped shell. The scalloped shell is fixed with the animal body, and the pendulum is matched with

the shell through a bearing and a shaft. The shell moves with the movement of the animal body, and the

pendulum swings around the shaft due to inertia. The rapidly reset of the pendulum is realized by two pairs

of reset magnets installed on both sides of the shell and the pendulum (a pair of reset magnets is provided

by the Halbachmagnet array). Multi-stability, caused by themutual repulsion of topmagnet 1 and topmag-

net 2, enhances the pendulum’s swing under weak excitations. Moreover, the EMG consists of a Halbach

magnet array (installed at the lower end of the pendulum) and coils (installed at the lower end of the shell).

The special magnet arrangement of the Halbach magnet array enhances the magnetic flux density for

higher electrical output. As the pendulum swings relative to the shell, the coils cut the magnetic field to

generate electrical energy, thereby converting the kinetic energy into electrical energy.

The movement of ranch animals contains substantial kinetic energy, and the kinetic energy harvester aims

to convert disordered and weak movement into electricity. The traditional motion conversion mechanism

can only realize the transformation from disordered motion to orderly motion, but cannot improve the in-

tensity of motion. Therefore, this paper proposes a method of motion enhancement to achieve the trans-

formation of motion and the enhancement of motion intensity, as shown in Figure 1C. The realization of the

motion enhancement can rely on various methods, and the proposed MEM in this paper is based on mag-

net nonlinear force to realize the bistable swing of pendulum. Compared to KEH without MEM, the KEH

with MEM has a larger swing speed and amplitude, as shown in Figure 1D. Therefore, the KEH with
iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 3
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MEM has greater potential to capture the low-intensity motion of animals. As a result, the KEH based on

MEM is promising to build a smart ranch self-powered monitoring system to monitor animal health.
Modeling and analysis

In this section, the dynamics model of the KEH under a single-degree-of-freedom swing excitation is pro-

posed, and the influencing factors of electromagnetic output performance are theoretically analyzed.

Meanwhile, the potential energy of the pendulum under different conditions and the surface magnetic

flux density of different magnet arrangements are compared by simulation.

The dynamics analysis of the KEH

The KEH can recover kinetic energy from animal movement. When the acceleration of the animal move-

ment changes, the kinetic energy is converted into the pendulum’s swing due to inertia. As shown in Fig-

ure 2A, the five swing states of the KEH are demonstrated. The KEH is a bistable system due to the MEM.

When there is no external excitation, the KEH is in stable state 1 (state ⅱ) or stable state 2 (stateⅳ) due to the

mutual repulsion of the top magnet 1 and the top magnet 2. When the external excitation is smaller than

the potential energy barrier of the system, the pendulum can only achieve a small swing within a single trap.

However, when the external excitation strength exceeds the potential energy barrier, the pendulum can

achieve a swing at high speed between the two traps, meaning high energy output.

Among the movements of various parts of the animal’s body, the acceleration of the leg is greater, espe-

cially in the direction of movement along the legs.31 Therefore, attaching the KEH to the animal’s leg is a

better choice as a mounting position. In this section, the kinetic behavior of the KEH based on a cattle leg

movement excitation (simplified to a single-degree-of-freedom swing excitation) as a case is proposed. As

shown in Figure 2B, the proposed simplified kinetic model consists of two parts: the swinging rod and the

KEH. For the swinging rod, assuming that the angular acceleration of the rod is €a, the dynamical behavior of

the KEH in a certain transient state is analyzed. With the pointO0 as the swinging center of the rod, KEH is

attached to the end of the rod and moves with the rod’s swing.

Therefore, the coordinates of the KEH center of gravity (point O1) can be expressed as:

x1 = L sin a (Equation 1)
y1 = L cos a (Equation 2)

where L represents the distance from point O1 to point O0, and a is the swing angle of the rod. Therefore,

the acceleration of the point O1 can be expressed as:

€x1 = L€acos a � L _a2 sin a (Equation 3)
€y1 = � L€asin a � L _a2 cos a (Equation 4)

where _a and €a represent the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the rod, respectively.

For the KEH, the pendulum swings around the central shaft A based on a relative coordinate system under

the excitation of the acceleration a (a = � a1). The excitation acceleration a and the KEH acceleration a1
have opposite direction and equal value, which can be expressed as:

a = � a1 = �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
€x1

2 + €y1
2

q
= �

�
€x1 cos q + €y1 sin q

�
(Equation 5)

where q is the instantaneous swing angle of the pendulum.

During the swinging process, the pendulum is subjected to the torque generated by the electromagnetic

damping force fe, the mechanical damping force fr , the component of magnetic force Fm in the moving di-

rection of top magnet 1, and gravity of the pendulum mg, so its dynamic equation can be expressed as:

J€q = mal � nfer � fr r0 � mgl sin q+ Fml0 (Equation 6)

where €q is the angular acceleration of the pendulum, and n is the number of magnets. ma is equivalent to

the inertia driving force of the pendulum, and l represents swing radius of the center of pendulum’s gravity.
4 iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022



Figure 2. The theoretical analysis of the KEH

(A) Different motion states.

(B) A simplified kinetic model of KEH.

(C) The change of magnet force.

(D) The recovery torque of the pendulum.

(E) The potential energy of the pendulum.
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r, r0, and l0 are the radius of the pendulum, the radius of the center shaft, and the swing radius of top mag-

net 1, respectively. Moreover, J is the rotational inertia of the pendulum with respect to the center of rota-

tion, which can be given as:

J = I+ml2 (Equation 7)

where I denotes the moment of inertia of the pendulum with respect to the center of gravity.

The electromagnetic damping force fe hinders the swing of the pendulum, which can be expressed as:

fe = NBIðtÞlc = NB
EðtÞ

Rc +Re
lc =

NBEðtÞlc
Rc +Re

(Equation 8)
iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 5
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whereN, B, and lc are the number of turns of the coil, the magnetic field density, and the effective length of

the coil cutting magnetic field, respectively. IðtÞ, EðtÞ, Rc , and Re are the induced current, the induced

voltage, the impedance of the coil, and the impedance of the external load, respectively. The mechanical

damping force fr is affected by the friction between the shaft and the bearing, which can be expressed as:

fr = mgc� (Equation 9)

where g and c� represent the gravity acceleration and rotational damping coefficient, respectively.

Fm is caused by themutual repulsion of the topmagnet 1 and the fixed topmagnet 2. By simplifying the pair

of permanent magnets permanent magnets as two dipoles, Fm can be written as59,60:

Fm =
3mM1M2

4prm

�
sin g + 3 sinðg + qÞcos q � 5sin 2ðg + qÞsin g

�
(Equation 10)

where m and rm are the vacuum permeability and the distance between the centers of the two top magnets.

M1 andM2 are themagnetic dipolemoment of twomagnets. From Figure 2B, rm and g can be expressed as:

rm =
D + l0 � l0 cos q

cos g
(Equation 11)
g = arcsin
l0 sin q

D + l0 � l0 cos q
(Equation 12)

where D is the top magnet intermittent distances (vertical distance between top magnet 1 and top

magnet 2).

Through the dynamics analysis above, the motion relationship of the pendulum under the single-degree-

of-freedom swing excitation can be calculated.

Electromagnetic energy output analysis

The EMG consists of a Halbachmagnet array and five coils, and the Halbach array consists of five same cube

magnets. The Halbach array enhances the magnetic flux density through the coil, resulting in higher

voltage output. To obtain the voltage response of the coils and the output power of the KEH, the magnetic

flux density produced by the magnet array should be calculated. Assume a spatial point K(x,y,z), whose

magnetic flux density can be calculated by the following formula61:

Bx = mHx =
J�

4p

X1
k = 0

X1
i = 0

X1
j = 0

ð� 1Þi + j + k ln
�
P � y + bð� 1Þj

�
(Equation 13)
By = mHy =
J�

4p

X1
k = 0

X1
i = 0

X1
j = 0

ð� 1Þi + j + k ln
�
P � x + bð�1Þi

�
(Equation 14)

where J� is the magnetization of magnets, and b is the side length of the square magnet.

The Halbach magnet array swings around the z axis with the pendulum, and the coils are equally spaced

around the z axis. Therefore, only the magnetic flux in the X axis and Y axis directions is considered. The

transient magnetic flux through the coils can be given as:

4ðtÞ =

Z  Xn
i = 1

Bx

!
ds

Z  Xn
i = 1

By

!
ds (Equation 15)

The induced voltage of each coil can be calculated as:

EðtÞ = � N

�
d4ðtÞ
dt

�
(Equation 16)

Therefore, the total power P(t) of the KEH can be expressed as:

PðtÞ =
E2ðtÞ
Rc +Re

=
N

Rc +Re

�
d4ðtÞ
dt

�2

(Equation 17)
6 iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022
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For the output power of external load, it can reach themaximum as Re = Rc , and themaximal output power

Pemax is easily obtained as:

Pemax = n

�
EðtÞ

Rc +Re

�2

Re = n
E2ðtÞ
4Rc

=
n

4Rc

�
d4ðtÞ
dt

�2

(Equation 18)

From the above analysis, it can be found that the parameters that affect the output power of the KEH are

the rate of change of the magnetic flux of cutting the coil and the number of coils turns. Furthermore, the

magnetic flux’s rate of change depends on the pendulum’s swing speed and the magnets’ arrangement.

Potential energy analysis of pendulum

The potential energy of the pendulum is related to the recovery torque of the pendulum. In order to

simplify the analysis, without considering the two parameters of mechanical damping and electromagnetic

damping, the recovery torque Tr of the pendulum can be expressed as:

Tr = Tg � Tm = mgl sin q � Fml0 (Equation 19)

where Tg and Tm represent the recovery torque by gravity and the recovery torque by magnetic force,

respectively. According to Equation 10, the magnetic force Fm is related to the magnetic dipole moment

M1 and M2. Since top magnet 1 and top magnet 2 have the same configuration, the value of the magnetic

dipole moment M1 and M2 is the same. The magnet force FV in the direction of the line connecting the

centers of the two magnets can be expressed as:

Fv =
3mM1M2

4prm
½2 cos q � 3 sinðg + qÞsin g� (Equation 20)

As shown in Figure 2C, the magnet force FV at different magnet distances is simulated in the COMSOL

Multiphysics software, indicating that the magnet force decreases with increasing magnet distance. There-

fore, the magnetic dipole moment M1 and M2 can be obtained by curve fitting based on Equation 20. Ac-

cording to the results of curve fitting, M1 = M2 = 0:03 Wb,m is the optimal solution. According to Equa-

tion 19, the change of the recovery torque Tr with the swing angle q under different magnet distances D

(1, 3, 5, 7 mm, and infinity) are shown in Figure 2D. It can be found that there is a negative correlation be-

tween the peak value of the recovery torque and the magnet distance.

By integrating Tr from an angle �p to p, the potential energy of the pendulum can be obtained. The po-

tential energy curves at different magnet distances are shown in Figure 2E, which is a double-well potential

energy system under the work of recovery torque by gravity and magnetic force. Different magnet dis-

tances can achieve different bistable systems, and it can be found that the potential energy barrier height

decreases with the increase of the magnet distance. When the potential energy barrier height is low, the

pendulum can easily overcome it under weak excitation.

Electromagnetic simulation analysis

From the previous analysis, the stronger magnetic flux density of the cutting coil can achieve a higher

output power of the KEH. In this section, the COMSOL software is utilized to simulate the magnetic field

of two different magnet arrangements of KEH. The magnet arrangement models, magnetic field intensity

distribution cloud diagrams, and surface magnetic flux density distribution line graphs of the Halbach mag-

net array and the N/S pole alternate array are shown in Figures 3A–3F, respectively. The maximum and

average magnetic flux density of the Halbach magnet array is stronger than the N/S pole alternate array.

Therefore, the Halbach magnet array is adopted by the KEH for a larger output voltage. Based on the

two-dimensional electromagnetic simulation model, the output voltage of the KEH system can be ob-

tained by setting the swing speed of the pendulum.
Experimental result discussion

In this section, a swing test bench is designed to simulate the different movement states of a cattle’s leg.

The comparative experiments of the kinetic energy harvester (KEH) output performance of linear monosta-

ble and various bistable arrangements are carried out. The capacitor charging test, the optimal load exper-

iment, the LED test, and the self-powered IoT sensor node test are carried out. To further evaluate the

application performance of the KEH, human movement tests in different states and cattle movement tests

in feedlot and grazing states are performed.
iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 7



Figure 3. Comparison of magnetic field characteristics of two magnet arrangements (Halbach magnet array and

N/S pole alternate array)

(A–C) (A) Magnet arrangement model, (B) magnetic field intensity distribution cloud diagrams, and (C) surface magnetic

flux density distribution line graph of Halbach magnet array.

(D–F) (D) Magnet arrangement model, (E) magnetic field intensity distribution cloud diagrams, and (F) surface magnetic

flux density distribution line graph of N/S pole alternate array.
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Experimental setup of bench test

As shown in Figure 4, a single-degree-of-freedom swing test bench is designed to simulate the leg move-

ment of cattle, and a 3D printing KEH prototype is manufactured. The swing test bench can be simplified as

a crank-rocker mechanism with the motion principle, as shown in Figure 4A. Specifically, the crank-rocker

mechanism consists of a motor-driven disk, a link, and a rocker. The direct-current motor drives the disk to

rotate, and the two ends of the link are connected with the disk and the rocker, so that the rocker can swing

back and forth, as shown in Figure 4B. The controller adjusts the motor speed to control the swing fre-

quency of the rocker, and the different connect positions of the link can adjust the swing angle of the rocker

(connect positions 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the swing amplitudes of 20�, 40�, and 60�, respectively).
Considering the low frequency and amplitude of the leg movement, the swing excitation (frequency:

0.5–2 Hz, amplitude: 20�–60�) is adopted in the bench test. The KEH prototype is fixed to the lower end

of the rocker, and the rocker swing radius is 300 mm. A resistance box (SHANE ZX99-IA) provides variable

resistances, and an oscilloscope (RIGOL DS1102) is used to evaluate the output characteristics of the KEH.

The photos of the overall KEH, the shell, and the pendulum are shown in Figures 4C–4E. The KEH has di-

mensions of 100 mm (length) 3 100 mm (width) 3 30 mm (thickness) and a weight of 120 g. The shell,

pendulum, and shaft are manufactured by 3D printing technology. Top magnet 1, top magnet 2, and

the pair of reset magnets attached to the shell have the same dimensions of 8 mm (diameter)3 2mm (thick-

ness). Five cube magnets form the Halbach magnet array, which dimensions are 10 mm (length) 3 10 mm

(width) 3 10 mm (height). Five coils (inner diameter 2 mm, outer diameter 18 mm, thickness 5 mm, and

resistance 18 U) are equally spaced in series on the bottom of the shell. Moreover, the gap between the

coil and the magnet is 3 mm.

Comparative tests of motion enhancement mechanism

The MEM is the core of KEH. The purpose of the comparison is to find the optimal steady-state arrange-

ment (optimal top magnet distance D) of MEM under weak excitation, so that the KEH can achieve the

optimal output performance. The open-circuit RMS voltage is used to evaluate the output performance
8 iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022



Figure 4. Experimental setup

(A) The motion principle of the crank-rocker mechanism.

(B) The experimental scenario.

(C–E) Photos of (C) the overall system, (D) the shell, and (E) the pendulum.
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of KEH. Different top magnet intermittent distancesD (vertical distance between the topmagnet 1 and top

magnet 2) can achieve different bistable states of the KEH. In the experiment, comparative experiments of

linear monostable (distance D between top magnets 1 and 2: infinity) and various bistable arrangements

(top magnet distance D: 1, 3, 5, and 7 mm) of the KEH are carried out. Figures 5A–5C compare the RMS

output voltage of the KEH under different input excitations (swing frequency: 0.5–2 Hz, swing amplitude:

20�–60�).

The results intuitively show that for different excitations, the optimal magnet distance is different by

comparing the RMS voltage of KEH. For example, the RMS voltage at 7 mm magnet distance is maximum

at the excitation (1.5 Hz, 40�), so 7 mm is the optimal magnet arrangement for this excitation. However, un-

der the excitation (2 Hz, 40�), 5 mm is the optimal arrangement. Combining simulation and theoretical anal-

ysis, we can draw the following conclusions from the experimental results:

i. Under the weak excitations (0.5–1 Hz and 20�–40�), the bistable arrangements (magnet distance of 3,

5, and 7 mm) with a low potential energy barrier have a higher RMS voltage than the linear mono-

stable arrangement of the KEH. However, the output voltage of the bistable arrangement with a

magnet distance of 1 mm is low because of its high potential energy barrier. Combined with the

theoretical analysis, the strength of the excitation (0.5–1 Hz and 20�–40�) is greater than the low po-

tential energy barrier of the system (D = 3, 5, and 7 mm). Therefore, the system of bistable arrange-

ments (D = 3, 5, and 7mm) can overcome the potential energy barrier in the weak excitation so that it

can achieve a higher voltage output. Another bistable arrangement (D= 1mm) cannot overcome the

potential energy barrier because the strength of the excitation is too low, and the potential energy

barrier is too high.

ii. Under strong excitations (1.5–2 Hz and 20�–60�), the conclusion is completely different. The strength

of the excitation is much greater than the potential energy barrier of the system (D = 1, 3, 5, and

7 mm). Therefore, the MEM-based bistable arrangement has almost no effect on the output perfor-

mance of the EMG, so the bistable arrangement (1–7 mm) and the linear monostable arrangement

(infinity) have close RMS voltage.
iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 9



Figure 5. The KEH output performance under bench tests

(A–C) The RMS voltage output comparison under different swing excitations.

(D–F) The RMS voltage growth rate under different swing excitations.

(G) The output voltage waveform of KEH with a magnet distance of 5 mm under different excitations.
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iii. From Figures 5A–5C, at most points of the RMS voltage curve, the RMS voltage of KEH of the top

magnet distance of 5 mm is the highest. Therefore, it can be deduced that 5 mm is the best bistable

arrangement of the proposed KEH under the set swing excitation environment. Combined with the

potential energy analysis and Figure 2E, the potential energy barrier height of the KEH system with a

magnet distance of 5mm is higher than that of the systemwith (D = 7mm and infinity), but lower than

that of the system with (D = 1 and 3 mm), at a moderate height. Therefore, under the excitation con-

ditions set in the experiment, the excitation intensity is greater than the height of the potential en-

ergy barrier of the KEH system (D = 5 mm), so the pendulum can achieve a large swing between the

double wells to achieve a better output performance.

To further analyze the movement-enhancement effects of the MEM, the voltage growth rate of the KEH

(D = 5mm) compared to the linear monostable arrangement of KEH is shown in Figures 5D–5F. The voltage

growth rate of KEH is between 22.7% and 103.7% under weak excitation (0.5–1 Hz and 20�–60�), which is
10 iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022



Figure 6. The output performance of the KEH under bench tests

(A) Charging five different capacitors.

(B) Load voltage and power of the KEH.

(C) The KEH runs 140 LEDs in series.

(D) The circuit diagram of the self-powered IoT sensor system.

(E) The experimental setup of the IoT sensor system powered by KEH.
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much higher than that in other environments. This shows that the electric outputs of the KEH based on the

MEM are improved under weak swing excitations. Figure 5G shows the output voltage waveforms of the

KEH with a magnet distance of 5 mm under different excitation conditions. It can be found that as the input

excitation increases, the output voltage increases. In addition, the output voltage waveform of the KEH ex-

hibits a chaotic state due to the nonlinear force of the topmagnet. Under the swing excitation (frequency of

2 Hz, amplitude of 60�), the maximum output voltage and RMS voltage can reach 4.24 and 1.43 V, respec-

tively, which shows the excellent output performance of KEH.

Feasibility analysis

To evaluate the actual application feasibility of the KEH, under the swing condition (2 Hz, 60�), the charging

tests, the load power evaluation, the LED test, and the thermometer application test are carried out. Fig-

ure 6A shows the charging tests with several capacitors (100/220/470/1000/2200 mF), and the KEH can

charge a 100 mF capacitor to 5 V in 8 s. The output voltage and power of the proposed KEH under different

loads are shown in Figure 6B, and the output voltage is positively correlated with the load. Specifically,

when the external load is equal to the internal resistance of the coils, the maximum output power is 7

mW. As shown in Figure 6C, 140 commercial LEDs in series are lit. The circuit diagram and the experimental

setup of the self-powered IoT sensor system are shown in Figures 6D and 6E. Under swing excitation,

continuous electrical energy is supplied by the KEH through a power management circuit to power a

IoT sensor node. The Zigbee transmitter transmits the information monitored by the pulse sensor to the

receiver, and real-time pulse information of the human body can be viewed through the computer. This

proves the KEH’s feasibility of harvesting kinetic energy to power IoT sensor nodes. As shown in Table 1,

the proposed KEH has the advantages of motion enhancement effect and a higher output power

compared with several low-frequency kinetic energy harvesters.

Performance under human and animal movements

To evaluate the performance and potential of KEH for human kinetic energy harvesting and to explore

other application scenarios, the application tests of KEH are performed under human leg movement exci-

tation.45 As shown in Figures 7A and 7B, a triaxial accelerometer is installed at the ankle to measure the
iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 11



Table 1. Comparison with several low-frequency kinetic energy harvesters

Reference Year Transducer Motion conversion Motion enhancement Excitation condition Average power

Zhou et al.62 2021 Electromagnetic Eccentric pendulum None 3.5 Hz 0.38 mW

Fan et al.63 2021 Electromagnetic Eccentric pendulum None 3.5 Hz 4.50 mW

Halim et al.64 2018 Electromagnetic Sprung eccentric rotor None 1 Hz 0.06 mW

Yang et al.50 2019 Piezoelectric Cam and buckled-bridge FUC technique 7.8 Hz 0.40 mW

Smilek et al.65 2021 Electromagnetic Eccentric proof mass Broadband technique 2.78 Hz 5.10 mW

This work / Electromagnetic Inertia pendulum Broadband technique 2 Hz 7.00 mW
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acceleration generated by the human leg, and the KEH is mounted in the same position to recover the en-

ergy of human movement. When the human body climbs the stairs, the energy recovered by the KEH can

light up the LED beads to replace reflective stickers on clothing, as shown in Figure 7C. This test demon-

strates the potential of KEH for self-powered body wearable devices. The accelerations in the X axis and Y

axis directions (X axis perpendicular to the tibial direction, and Y axis along the tibial direction) are

measured at four different velocities of human movement, as shown in Figures 7D and 7E. From the accel-

eration waveform, the frequency of human leg movement is less than 2 Hz. The open-circuit output voltage

waveforms of KEH at different movement speeds are shown in Figure 7F, which show that the output

voltage and movement speed are positively correlated. The KEH will promote the realization of the human

body’s wearable self-powered monitoring.

The key technology to promote the development of smart ranch is to obtain the status information of ranch

animals accurately. The KEH harvesting energy from animal movement in the ranch to power sensors is an

effective way to promote the realization of NZES for smart ranch. As shown in Figures 8A–8C, the output

performance of the KEH mounted on cattle’s leg under different environmental conditions (feedlot and

grazing) is tested. The KEH and a triaxial accelerometer are fixed to the cattle’s leg by an elastic band.
Figure 7. Application evaluation under human leg movement excitation

(A) The mounting position of an accelerometer.

(B) Picture of the mounting location of KEH.

(C) KEH powers LED beads under human motion excitation.

(D) X axis acceleration of the leg.

(E) Y axis acceleration of the leg.

(F) Open-circuit voltage of the KEH.
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Figure 8. The performance of the KEH under cattle motion excitation

(A) Experimental subject.

(B) Experimental scene in feedlot.

(C) Experimental scene in grazing.

(D) X axis acceleration and Y axis acceleration of cattle’s leg in two states.

(E) Open-circuit voltage.

(F) Average power in two states.
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The acceleration perpendicular to the cattle leg (X axis) and along the cattle leg (Y axis) is shown in Fig-

ure 8D. It can be inferred from the acceleration waveform that the frequency of cattle is around 1 Hz, which

is consistent with the experimental frequency set in the bench test section. Figure 8E is the voltage wave-

form of the KEH, and the result shows that the output voltage of the grazing state is high. As shown in Fig-

ure 8F, the average power in the grazing state is 6 mW, showing a good output performance. The sensor

application experiments and the IoTs platform test experiments are not carried out due to the experi-

mental conditions.
Application outlook

The power generation capacity of the KEH is related to the movement of the animals on the ranch. As

shown in Table 2, based on daily cattle movement data in both grazing and feedlot environments,66 the

probable daily power generation of the KEH is 112.3 and 28.5 J under grazing and feedlot conditions,

respectively. The electrical energy is used to power some potential wearable monitoring sensors in a ranch

environment, as shown in Table 3. In the grazing environment, the daily power consumption of the sensors

is 28.7 J, while in the feedlot environment, it is 13.5 J. It is estimated that the energy supply time of the sen-

sors in both grazing and feedlot environments is 2.2 and 2.1 days, respectively. Possibly, the expected daily

power generation of the KEH fully meets the daily power consumption of the wearable self-powered moni-

toring sensors.
Table 2. The expected daily power generation of the KEH

Movement state

Feedlot Grazing

Time (h) Power generation (J) Time (h) Power generation (J)

Standing 14.5 0 9.1 0

Lying 10.3 0 9.7 0

Walking 2.2 28.5 5.2 112.3

Total 24 28.5 24 112.3

iScience 25, 105448, December 22, 2022 13



Table 3. The probable daily power consumption of some potential self-powered monitoring sensors in the ranch

Application Model Power (mW)

Daily power

consumption (J)

Feedlot Grazing

GPS sensor ATGM336H 26.4 0 15.2

Pulse sensor MAX30102 9.9 3.5 3.5

Triaxial accelerometer ADXL345 1.2 5.2 5.2

Infrared temperature sensor GY-906 13.2 4.8 4.8

Total – 50.7 13.5 28.7
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As shown in Figure 9, the expected IoT system in the smart ranch consists of animal wearable monitoring

and environmental monitoring. The designed KEH recovers animal kinetic energy and stores it in an energy

storage unit through a rectifier. Based on the lasting animal kinetic energy, the energy storage unit may

provide stable electrical energy for wearable monitoring sensors (including GPS, pulse transducer, triaxial

accelerometer, and infrared temperature sensor). Moreover, environmental monitoring sensors may be

powered by small wind turbines and photovoltaic panels. Various monitoring information in the ranch envi-

ronment is sent to managers through the IoT system. The proposed KEH may have a broad prospect in the

self-powered wearable monitoring of NZES for smart ranch.

According to the previous discussion, the NZES based on KEH has potential in smart ranch. In addition,

since the working principle of KEH is based on inertial-triggered kinetic energy harvesting, KEH can be

attached to the human body or integrated into wearable devices to recover human kinetic energy.
Figure 9. The expected IoT system based on the KEH in NZES for smart ranch
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Therefore, the NZES based on KEH may have broad prospects in sports monitoring, healthcare, smart

home, and the construction of human wireless sensor networks. In the future, it is necessary to optimize

the KEH to improve the output performance and reliability, and to promote the miniaturization of the

KEH for integration into smart wearable devices.

Conclusions

This work proposes a kinetic energy harvester (KEH) based on a motion enhancement mechanism (MEM)

for kinetic energy recovery from animal movement, realizing self-powered applications in near-zero energy

system (NZES) for smart ranch. The proposed KEH is analyzed theoretically and experimentally based on

cattle leg movement as a case. The dynamic response of the KEH and the influence of different top magnet

arrangements (1, 3, 5, 7 mm, and infinity) on the potential energy are analyzed. The magnetic flux distribu-

tion of different magnet arrangements is compared through simulations. A swing test bench is designed

and built to simulate the leg movement of cattle, and the output response of the KEH under different swing

excitations is studied. The result of the comparative tests of the MEM shows that the electric output of the

proposed KEH (top magnet distance of 5 mm) is improved under weak swing excitations (frequency: 0.5–

1 Hz, amplitude: 20�–60�) compared with the linear monostable arrangement of KEH, and the maximum

voltage growth rate can reach 103.7%. The KEH can produce an average output power of 7 mW, sufficient

to power 140 LEDs in series, charge a 100 mF capacitor to 5 V in 8 s, and power an IoT sensor node.When the

designed KEH is attached to the leg of a human or cattle, the generated electrical energy under jogging is

sufficient for running a thermometer. Moreover, an application prospect of the KEH in NZES for smart ranch

is performed. It demonstrates that the KEH has the potential to achieve self-powered applications and pro-

mote the sustainable development of NZES for smart ranch.

Limitations of the study

The proposed kinetic energy harvester (KEH) is analyzed theoretically and experimentally based on cattle

leg movement as a case. In addition, to evaluate the performance and potential of KEH for human kinetic

energy harvesting and to explore other application scenarios, the application tests of KEH are performed

under human leg and cattle’s leg movement excitation. However, the sensor application experiments and

the IoTs platform test experiments are not carried out due to the experimental conditions in a ranch envi-

ronment. In order to enhance the persuasion of smart ranch, in the future research, practical application

experiments will be carried out in depth.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

Microsoft Visio 2019 Microsoft https://www.microsoft.com/zh-cn/microsoft-

365/visio/flowchart-software

MATLAB 2020a Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/products/

matlab.html

COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6 COMSOL https://cn.comsol.com/

Other

DS1102Z-E digital oscilloscope RIGOL https://rigol.com
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact Zutao Zhang (zzt@swjtu.edu.cn).
Material availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon reasonable request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
METHODS DETAILS

All methods can be found in the main text. Please check the system design for the design details of the

system. Please check the modeling and analysis for the simulation and theoretical analysis details of the

system. For details of the experimental design and device performance, please refer to the experimental

result discussion. Please check the application outlook for the application potential of the device.

Microsoft Visio 2019 is used to generate the visual images in the manuscript. MATLAB 2019a is used to pro-

cess experimental data and generate visual images in the manuscript. The dynamic modeling software

COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6 is utilized to simulate the magnetic field distribution. An oscilloscope (RIGOL

DS1102) is used to evaluate the output characteristics of the device. Moreover, a demo video is provided

to introduce the whole paper more vividly, as shown in Video S1.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Microsoft Visio 2019 is used to generate the visual images in the manuscript. MATLAB 2019a is used to pro-

cess experimental data and generate visual images in the manuscript. The dynamic modeling software

COMSOLMultiphysics 5.6 is used to simulate magnetic flux distribution andmagnet force. The voltage sig-

nals are captured by the digital oscilloscope (RIGOL DS1102).
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